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charge of the exhaust-gases from the pipe P
Beit
known
that
I,
WILLIAMSTORRIE,
a
passing them through the lower
subject of the King of Great Britain, resid Without
part of the muffler.
ing at Providence, in the county of Provi The exhaustport7 is closed by a cap or
To alluohomit may concerni

55

dence, State of Rhode Island, have invented cover C carried at the end of an arm or le
certain new and useful Improvements in ver I, The lever L takes the form of a bell
Gas-Engine Mufflers, of which the following crankhaving a hub 9 by whichit is pivoted 60
isa specification.
to the top of the casing A. As shown in
My
invention
is
an
improved
muffler
and
Figs.
1 and 3, the lever Lis pivoted on a bolt
0 cut-out for internal - combustion engines. 10 passing through its hub 9 and held in ver
The object of my improvement is to provide ticalears or lugs 11-11 on the casing Aby
aconstructed
muffier which
may be cast or otherwise means of a nut 12 screwed onto its end. The 65
in one piece, whereby to render upper arm of the lever L extends vertically
it easy to manufacture ata minimum cost, from the hub 9 and is provided with a hole
5 and whereof to also provide astronger and 13 at its end, wherebyit may be connected
more durable structure. Another object of to a cord or rod operated from the driver's
the improvement is to provide a cut-out on station to open the cut-out by swinging back 70
the muffler arranged directly opposite the the cover C. Extending horizontally from
end of the exhaust-pipe to which the mufler thesides of the cover Care two arms 14-14,
20 is connected; and further to provide an air to the ends of which are attached coiled,
injector or draft-applianceto assist in ex wire springs 15-15. The springs 15–15
pelling the exhaustrgases from the muffler
anchored at their opposite ends to lugs 75
whereby to prevent back-pressure therein. are
orears
16-16 on the sides of the casing A,
The manner and means for carrying out whereby to hold them under tension to
25 the improvementare fully described in the maintain the cap C normally closed against
following specification, illustrated by the ac the exhaust-port 7.
companying drawings, in which like refer Within the main casing A is a cylindrical 80
ence characters designate like parts. In the Wall 20 formed concentric with the bottom
drawings:
Wall 3 of the expansion-chamber B, in
30
Figure
1is
avertical
Sectional
view
ofmy
spaced
therewith, see Fig. 2, and
improved muffler taken on its longitudinal formingrelation
an
interior
passage which is ex
XLS
tended at the rear of the muffler in a tube 21. 85
Fig. 2 is a vertical cross-section of the As illustrated in Fig. 1, the tube 21 is
same
taken in a plane indicated by the line slightly tapered, with its walls contracted
35 2-2 in Fig. 1; and
near the outer end and then flared outwardly
Fig. 3 is a plan view of a modified form o to provide an enlarged mouth or outlet 22.
the muffler, showing it with a portion of its At its opposite end the tube 21 communi 90
casingbroken away.
cates with the combustion-chamber B of the
Referring
to
the
drawings,
my
improved
casing Aby means of inlet ports 23 cut
40 muffler comprises a unitary casing Awhich through the interior wall 20. As illustrated
may be cast in one piece from ironorother in Fig. 2,there arethree of these ports con
suitable metal. The main part of the casing sisting of relatively narrow, longitudinal 95
A consists of a vertically arranged box-like slits located on the bottom and sides of the
expansion-chamber
B having an arched top cylindrical wall 20.
45 2 andan enlarged cylindrical bottom-Wall
The structure above described constitutes
3, see Fig. 2. The front, vertical wall 4 of in itself a complete muffler, but as an added
the expansion-chamber Bis provided at its feature of improvement It also provide a 100
top with aninlet-opening 5 surrounded by a cold-air injector or draft-device which as
cylindrical flange 6 projecting outwardly sists in cooling the gases and ejecting them
50 therefrom to adapt it to receive the end of from the muffler exhaust. Figs. 1 and 2 of
the exhaust-pipe P of the engine. Directl the drawings show the cold-air injector F
opposite the inlet 5 is an exhaustport. applied to the muffler, but in Fig. 3 it is 105
which serves as a cut-out to permit the dis omitted since it is not absolutely essential to
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the proper working of the device. Fig. 3
shows the end of the tube 21 without the
i flaring mouth 22, this latter construction
not being necessarywhen the cold air in
jector 27 is not used Referringto
1,
the front vertical wall 4 of the casing.A is
formed with a hub orboss 24 arranged con
centric with the cylindrical inner wall 3,
and formed with a central bore 25 which is
O threaded to receive a plugior nipple 26.
Screwed into the nipple 26 is a pipe 27
which extends rearwardly therefromaxially
of the tube 21 to a point just within the
fared outlet 22 thereof.
M
The manner of applying my improved
5

wheels. As the vehicle is driven rapidly
over the ground it will cause a considerable
draft ofair through the injector-pipe F
which passes longitudinally through the

exhaust-tube 21. The relatively cold air en
tering through the front end of the pipe F

and passing out at the rear maintains a con
tinuous current which acts to reduce the
temperature and velocity of the gases in the
exhaust-tube 21, whereby to relieve the pres
sure; while the stream of air passing out
through the flaring mouth 22 sets up a suc
tion-draft which materially assists the ex
haust from the nufler. In this way the
device operates to relieve the pressure in the
muffler touse is as follows: The flange 6 ex muffler and thereby assists in scavenging the

70

75

80

tending from the main casing A is fitted to burned gases from the combustion-cham

the
end of the exhaust-pipe P, which leads
from the engine, and ispinned or otherwise

bers of the motor.

It is to be observed that my improved
design for the muffler casing allows for its 85
manufacture as a unitary structure, cast in
one piece; thus avoidingfitting and bolting
or otherwise securingits parts together.
the drivers station of the automobile or Furthermore, I am also enabled to provide
25 other vehicle on which the muffler is used. a more rigid, stronger and durable structure 90
eliminating the end-flanges and sheet
With the cut-out port7 closed byitscap C, as by
shown in Fig. 1, the muffler normallyfunc metal casings usually employed, while adapt
tions as follows: The waste gases formed by ing the device formanufacture at a mini
combustion within the engine cylinders are mum cost. In addition, the direct cut-out
30 expelled therefrom through the pipe Pand arrangement gives a better vent for the ex 95
: into the upper part of the-expan haust when itis required to test the engine;
sion-chamber B. rom this point they ex and the air-injector orº draft-pipe device
pand into the enlarged space at the bottom provides for amore thorough scavenging of
engine and muffler while preventing the
of the chamber B, and working their way the
danger
of back-pressure andback-firing of 100
around
the
inner
wall
20,
pass
through
the
85 ports 23 into the outlet tube or exhaust-pipe unexploded
mixtures.
21. As the gases thus take a circuitous Various modifications might be made in
course from the inlet 5 of the muffler down the structure and arrangement of the parts
through the expansion - chamber B, and of the device without departing from the 05
40 thence out through the tube 21 the pressure spirit or scope of the invention, therefore,
is reduced by the cooling of the gases, and without limiting myself to the exact embodi
the noise from the explosions in the com ment herein shown, what I claim is:
bustion-chambers of the engine is deadened 1. In a muffler for gas-engines, the com
or muffled. Hence as the gases exhaust at bination of a one-piece casing comprising a
5 the rear end of the muffler tube 21 practi vertically arranged expansion - chamber I0
cally no pressure remains and very little adapted for attàchment to the exhaust-pipe
sound is heard.
of the engine, and an interior compartment
having cylindricalwalls arranged in spaced
When
the
operator
wishes
to
test
the
en
ne to determine if the several cylinders are relation to the walls of the expansion-cham
5
50 ring properly he simply pulls the cut-out ber and extended at a distance beyond the
cord, or operates the lever orrod attached vertical rear wall thereof to provide a dis
thereto, and the lever L will be rocked to charge-tube, the walls of said compartment
swing the cap C away from the exhaust-port being formed with inlet-ports communicat
i 7. i The gases from the pipe P will thenbe ing with the interior of the expansion
55 allowed to exhaust directlythrough the port chamber.
20
7, without
g down through the ex 2. In amuffler for gas-engines, the com
pansion-chamber B, and thus a free ventis bination of a one-piece casing comprising
vertically arranged box-like expansion
provided in line with the end of the exhaust achamber
having a flanged inlet on its for
80
hen the air-injector or draft-pipe Fis ward side adapted to receive the end of the 125
employed with the muffler it assists in the exhaust-pipe of the engine and a cut-out
functioning
of the device in the manner as port on its rearward side arranged opposite
next explained: Ageneraluse for the muffler and directly in line with said : a hinged
is on automobiles where it is applied to the cover for closing the cut-out port, anda

secured theretoto holdit in place. The cut
out lever Lis then connected by a cord, Wire
or rod to a suitable operating device, Such
as a hand-lever or push-rod arrangednear

85 underbody of the car adiacent the rear discharge pipe formed integral with the 1 so
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expansion-chamber and extending through inner compartment communicating with its
85
the rear wall thereof below the inletto pro interior through restricted inilet-ports.
vide an interior compartment withinlet 5. In a muffler for gas-engines, the com
ports in its walls communicating with the bination of a one-piece casing comprising a
relatively narrow box-like expansion-cham
5 interior of the expansion-chamber.
3. In a muffler for gas-engines, the com ber having vertical front and rearwalls, an
bination of a one-piece casing comprising a arched top and an enlarged cylindrical bot 40
vertically-extending expansion-chamber hav tom, with a flanged inlet opening on the
ingan arched top anda cylindrical bottom front side of the chamber and a cut-out port
0 wall and with an inlet-opening adapted to in the rearward side directly opposite the
receive the exhaust-pipe of the engine, and inlet, and an integral discharge-tube ar
an inner compartment having cylindrical rangedbelow theinlet extendingrearwardly 45
walls arranged concentric with the bottom from the expansion-chamber and intersect
wall of the expansion-chamber in spacedre ing the rearwall thereof to provide an in
5 lation thereto and extended rearwardly be terior compartment having spaced in
yond theside of the expansion-chamberto let ports on its sides.
forma discharge-tube, said inner compart 6. In a muffer for gas-engines, the com 50
ment communicating with the interior of the bination with a casing comprising a box
expansion-chamberby means of restricted like expansion-chamber having an inet
20 inlet-ports in its walls.
opening at its upper end and a discharge
4. In a muffler for gas-engines, the com tube projecting rearwardly from its lower
bination of a one-piece casinghaving a ver end and fiared outwardly at its outlet, the 55
tically arranged box-like expansion-cham forward end of the discharge-tube being ex
ber provided with an inlet-port on its front tended into the interior of the expansion
25 side and a cut-out port arranged directly chamber and communicating therewith
opposite thereto on its rearward side, a bell through restricted inlet-ports, anda cold-air 60
crank lever hinged to the top of the casing injector-pipe secured in an opening in the
and carrying a capadapted to close the cut front wall of the expansion-chamber and ex
out port, resilient means for maintaining tending axially within the discharge-tube
80 said cap normally in closed position, anda with its rearward end openinginto the flared
•
*
cylindrical discharge-tube arranged below outlet thereof.
the inlet extending through the rear wall In testimonywhereofI affix my signature. 65
WILLAM STORRE.
of the expansion-chamber and forming an.

